
EPECUÉN ART RESIDENCY
“Contemporary art comes to inhabit the paradigm of a ruinous landscape. Not concerning
aesthetics but as a model of poetic construction, encapsulated by the fragmented, waste,

and by-products of civilization”
Ramón H. Oliva.

Ambos Mundos invites artists, researchers and curators to apply to the 13th edition of
Epecuen Art Residency International Program, which is intended for artistic projects
that reflect an approach of contemporary practices in the territory. Epecuen Art
Residency  will be held from April 11th to April 25th 2023 on  Epecuen´s lake shores.

This residency seeks artists undergoing field research, developing their sense of personal
expression, and exploring their relationship with the land through different mediums:
painting, drawing, specific site live actions, interventions, installations, photography,
sculpture, ceramics, as well as other contemporary art mediums. We strive to stimulate
critical thought and the exchange of ideas through the coexistence of these mediums.
Considering the history of the region, we propose that residents approach and produce
visual works that manifest themselves around and thus enhance the value of the theme of
TERRITORY.
The objective of this residency is that the participants traverse through field research and
artistic processes multidisciplinary, finding in group coexistence the possibility of
generating exchange through debates and the stimulation of critical thinking.

We claim coexistence between artists, curators and intellectuals and their relationship with
the territory and society puts in value not only the historical and tourist heritage, but also
contemporary artistic practice.

Although the residence poses a space of reflection for artists, it is also a platform that
encompasses forms interdisciplinary to address and generate the crosses between the
poetics of the individual, the anthropological, historical and social

EPECUEN ART RESIDENCY VIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xnp0Y9fxlfA


OPEN CALL
We are looking for both Argentine and international visual artists, researchers and curators
that work with ephemeral art, site specific live actions, interventions, installations,
performance, sound art, photography, video, research projects, sculpture, drawing and
painting, as well as other contemporary art mediums. Artists will be chosen by our
selection committee.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
Residents are called to work on their personal projects and to follow a specific group
schedule proposed by the organization. The program includes visits to specific sites,
community workshops, days of exchange and reflection and debate and development of
personal work that enriches critical thinking. Ambos Mundos´ team will monitor the
selected projects and cooperate with their production.

We propose to explore environments related to   the Epecuen´s Ruins, the white forests, the
lake, the ruins of the municipal slaughterhouse (work of Arch. Salamone), the historical
museum, among other museums, the town of Carhué and the old cemetery.

During the residency days, an art exhibition will be held at Adolfo Alsina Culture House,
where the processes and works carried out will be exhibited. It is a great opportunity to
share with the local community.

All the artworks proposed must preserve the historical sites. Works that alter, damage or
modify these  sites or  ruins are not  allowed.

We invite artists to connect with the Carhué community through the workshops that the
residence organized in collaboration with Adolfo Alsina's Culture Department and to
propose activities , in order to connect and weave networks with local artists and
community.



LOCATION

Villa Epecuén is the name of a historic and touristic Argentine village that is now in ruins. It
is located in the Adolfo Alsina, 540 kilometers from Buenos Aires City. The thermal waters
of lake Epecuén have a high level of salinity, similar to the Dead Sea, which have generated
a growing interest for wellness tourism. In 1985, a flood caused by the rising waters of the
lake submerged the city completely, forcing the evacuation of its residents. Twenty years
later, the water level began to descend, and the ruins of the city have become a tourist
attraction, providing an extraordinary and extreme landscape. Within the desolated
landscape lie the ruins of the modern architect Salamone’s slaughterhouse, the cemetery,
and old factory ruins.

HOSPITALITY

Residents will stay in a common house, where they will share rooms, bathrooms and
kitchen with the participants and organizers.

The house is located in Carhué City, on the shores of Lake Epecuén, very close to the ruins
(6km aprox.)

The organization will purchase and provide the food during the Residence. Meals will be
prepared in a collaborative way  by the residents and the group.

Living together in residence implies being responsible and collaborating with the order and
cleanliness of the house  and common places.



TERMS
Open call deadline: February 1st 2023
Next Residency days: April 11th to April 25th

Program Includes:
*Transfer Buenos Aires - Epecuén / Epecuén -Buenos Aires. (550 Km)
*Lodging in a house in  Carhué City / Bedroom, kitchen and shared bathroom
*Lunches, dinners, breakfasts and snacks included (self-service and meals
Community)
*Workspace.
*Fieldwork / Entrance to the ruins of the town of Epecuén, daily visits and
tour / Visit and tour to the municipal slaughterhouse (old architectural construction
by the architect Salamone) / Visit to the historical museum of Epecuén located in the
former railway station.
*Days of exchange, reflection and debate for the development and enrichment of the
critical thinking.
* Insurance
* Process exhibition instance at the Culture House Of Carhué.
* Communication of the projects on the web and networks of Ambos Mundos and
Residencia Epecuén.

Epecuen art Residency takes place  2 times a year,  during the months of April and
October/November. If you wish to apply  to a different period than April, please  let us
know in your application form.



FEES

The Epecuén Residency Program is organized by Ambos Mundos Fondo de Arte, an
independent organization helding a network between national / international researchers
and artists.

We encourage all interested participants to find  financial support  through public, private
(galleries, companies, etc.) and /or institutional aid to cover the participation fee.

We support and provide invitation´s  letters or other material that is necessary to
collaborate in the management of funds

GENERAL FEE: USD 1500.-
This fee applies to residents who have private or institutional support.

AAMM PARTIAL GRANT  FEE:  USD 950.-
This partial fee is for selected artists who do not have institutional (public or private)
support. In this case, a letter justifying the scholarship application is required.

SELECTION CRITERIA

The selection of the proposals will be made by the team of AAMM who will serve as a
selection jury. Beneficiaries will be notified via email and will be published on the website
and social networks of Residencia Epecuén and AAMM.

CONSIDERATIONS AND ACCEPTANCE

Any unexpected situation will be resolved by the coordinators in a way that contributes to
the success of the project.

Participation in this open call through the submission of an application implies that the
artist accepts the purpose and conditions of the residency, which are outlined in this
document, as well as changes that may occur in the future.



APPLICATION

Deadline: February 1st  2023
Next Residency days: April 11th - April 25th

Interested artists should send an email to residenciaepecuen@gmail.com
Subject:   EPECUEN ART RESIDENCY 2023
And attach an PDF file named (First name_Last name Epecuen April 2023) with the
following information:

1. Personal information (First name, Last name, DOB, Website, Email, Phone number)
2. Brief Resume detailing academic/artistic career
3. Statment
4. Artist Portfolio  up to 10 images with descriptions.
5. Summary of project proposal, including: Title, Objectives, Description of project,

materials necessary and human labor. Include all information that is pertinent to
understand the proposal.

6. Passport photo.
7. Short motivation Letter.

If you are interested in applying for future residencies (November2023/April2024)  you
must mention it in the motivation letter.

Please feel free to contact us by email, networks or whatsapp. We are open to receive
inquiries for doubts, interests or specific topics.

mailto:residenciaepecuen@gmail.com


AMBOS MUNDOS /AAMM * CURRENT ART  / EPECUÉN RESIDENCY

AMBOS MUNDOS is an open, collective, and continuous project that started in 2012. Since
then, we have worked and incorporated new artists. We propose different  alternatives
that engage with new generations of artistic production, reinforcing the cultural panorama
with constant renovation, new paradigms and contemporary poetics. practices

Eduardo.M. Saubidet. Director
María Villanueva. General producer and coordinator
Maria Bresanello Coordinator and contents
Andrea Basmagi Coordinator and contents

Contact information

IG: @aamm_residencia_epecuen
WEB: www.aamm.com.ar

MAIL: residenciaepecuen@gmail.com
WP: +56 9 9787 4908 Eduardo Saubidet

https://www.instagram.com/aamm_residencia_epecuen/
http://www.aamm.com.ar
mailto:residenciaepecuen@gmail.com



